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protagonist

AN IMMATURE AND FOOLISH

“awkward and embarrassed as a boy”

“smug, limited understanding of his duties”

THE NARRATOR

CYNTHIA GRIFFIN WOLFF

OFFICIAL 
LITERATURE 
SELECTION Three star text. 

One star hero!

“terribly indecisive, horribly annoying”

SARAH CHEW,  JC2 STUDENT



‘Original! We're all as like each other as 
those dolls cut out of the same folded paper. 
We're like pa!erns stencilled on a wall. Can't 
you and I strike out for ourselves, May?’ 

‘We can't behave like people in novels, 
though, can we?’ 

‘Why not—why not—why not?’ (68)

Childish Desires



conformity
Archer is repulsed by

and seeks a self that is

original



r feality antasy 

confuses
Archer

An overwrought



He had built up within himself a kind of 
sanctuary in which she throned among his 
secret thoughts and longings. Li!le by li!le it 
became the scene of his real life, of his only 
rational activities; thither he brought the 
books he read, the ideas and feelings which 
nourished him, his judgments and his visions. 
(Ch 26, 215)



Total eclipse  
of the art. 
The light in 
his life.
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dilettante

Defined in aesthetic terms

‘fellows who wrote’ 
‘musicians and painters’ 
‘his new library’

excitement in



Literary Allusions
Dante Rossetti 
Emily Dickinson 
Robert Browning 
Alphonse Daudet



The Birth of Venus
Sandro Botticelli



Real life

Art

Archer is so muddled he can only ‘filter’
his life into art and literature



equalsMay 

young marble athlete

Diana just alight  
from the chase

In Archer’s mind

This is an unreliable, reductive understanding of   real life



The Marchioness’s foolish lisp had called up a 
vision of the li!le fire-lit drawing-room and the 
sound of the carriage-wheels… He thought of a 
story he had read, of some peasant children in 
Tuscany lighting a bunch of straw in a wayside 
cavern, and revealing old silent images in their 
painted tomb (176).

A Vision of Ellen



DECAY

DEATH

RUIN

green mould 
of a mechanical life

MOTIF

HERE LIES THE

taste of cinders
in his mouth

buried alive
under his future

pompeiian
vestibule

of his marriage



BOOKS
T H E  PA R A D I S E  O F

L I F E DESIRE

‘air’ ‘sensuous’

‘tender’‘warm’

‘human’ ‘feast’



Holding out for  
a hero. 
In his wildest 
fantasy.
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RescUer
Action

Hero
RomaNtIc
NewlAndArcher
‘DistInctLy sUperIor’

DramAtIc



A ‘pale’, ‘frightened’ and ‘pitiful’

DisTress
Damsel

In Archer’s operatic fantasy, Ellen is cast as a

victim

in



Why ThesE 
deLusiOns?



SpecKGrey
EmptInesSSamENesS

FeaR of AnoNymiTy
InseCurity

InadEquate
Not the ‘MagNifiCent Fellow’ he envIsioNs



His whole future seemed suddenly to be 
unrolled before him; and passing down its 
endless emptiness he saw the dwindling figure 
of a man to whom nothing was ever to 
happen (186).

A Buried Life



Archer had pictured o"en enough, in the first 
impatient years, the scene of his return to 
Paris; then the personal vision had faded… 
and as he looked out on it he felt shy, old-
fashioned, inadequate: a mere grey speck of 
a man compared w i th the ru th less 
magnificent fellow he had dreamed of being 
(Ch 34, 292).



New horizons 
to pursue. 
Chase them 
anywhere.
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heroic
Q U E S T  FO R  H A P P I N E S S



transcend
his ‘reality’

magicturn of the 
hand

transformed

trick

Archer yearns to

to be

by Ellen



felt
imagined

thought

HE

HE

HE

Archer’s 
DELUSIONS

vision
OF ELLEN

THE

not the real Ellen



...by a turn of the hand, and the skilful use of a 
few properties, been transformed into 
something int imate, “ foreign,” subtly 
suggestive of old romantic scenes and 
sentiments. He tried to analyse the trick, to 
find a clue to it (58).

Dazzling Surprises



ellen
embodies a life of

emotion and intellect



It seemed to be in Madame Olenska's mysterious 
faculty of suggesting tragic and moving 
possibilities outside the daily run of experience. 
She had hardly ever said a word to him to 
produce this impression, but it was a part of her, 
either a projection of her mysterious and 
outlandish background or of something inherently 
dramatic, passionate and unusual in herself (94).

Ellen as Spectacle



Something he knew he had missed: the flower 
of life. But he thought of it now as a thing so 
una!ainable and improbable [and] the 
chances had been too decidedly against him. 
When he thought of Ellen Olenska it was 
abstractly, serenely, as one might think of 
some imaginary beloved in a book or a 
picture: she had become the composite 
vision of all that he had missed. (286)



Caught in a 
landslide. 
No escape  
from reality.
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nnarrator’s 
cutting 
tone

‘they were client and lawyer
separating a"er a talk…’

‘Wherein, then, lay the resemblance
that made the young man’s heart beat…?

defines the unromantic reality of the situation.



Winsett RivièreNED MONSIEUR

foils
that guide and caution 
Archer against their  
Bohemian ways

‘down and out’

‘st
ar

vin
g t

o d
eat

h’

secretary
tutorprivate



reality

the life

truth
Here was the

Here was

Here was

that belonged to him.

Archer himself recognises that he should be content with his life as it is.



“The individual, in such cases, is nearly always 
sacrificed to what is supposed to be the 
collective interest: people cling to any 
convention that keeps the family together—
protects the children, if there are any,” he 
rambled on, pouring out all the stock phrases 
that rose to his lips… (91).

Moment of Maturity



Visions over 
troubled water. 
They will lay  
him down.
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akrasia
a state in which one acts against one’s better judgement

of his own imagination?
victim

Is Archer a

duty
Does Archer ignore his

because he cannot save himself?



He was not sure that he wanted to see the 
Countess Olenska again; but ever since he had 
looked at her from the path above the bay he 
had wanted, irrationally and indescribably, to 
see the place she was living in, and to follow the 
movements of her imagined figure as he had 
watched the real one in the summer-house.

Archer’s Akrasia



The longing was with him day and night, an 
incessant undefinable craving, like the sudden 
whim of a sick man for food or drink once tasted 
and long since forgo!en. He could not see beyond 
the craving, or picture what it might lead to, for he 
was not conscious of any wish to speak to 
Madame Olenska or to hear her voice. He simply 
felt that if he could carry away the vision of the 
spot of earth she walked on… the rest of the world 
might seem less empty (183).



vrisions

EALITIES

overcome

As late as Chapter 29, Archer’s

still

his



“I don't know what you mean by realities. The 
only reality to me is this… I want—I want 
somehow to get away with you into a world 
where words like that—categories like that—
won't exist. Where we shall be simply two human 
beings who love each other, who are the whole 
of life to each other; and nothing else on earth 
will ma!er.” (238)

Escaping Reality



Conclusion.  
The circle 
of life.
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The Age of Innocence thus traces his struggle 
to mature, to let go of these illusory comforts 
and to accept in an authentic way himself — 
a ‘grey speck of a man’ who belongs behind 
the walls of the Old New York citadel. 



but also a time for life’ss"
as a time for folly

y#ththe novel portrays



HapPy yOuth DAy
CherIsh It. WasTe IT. lEarn froM it.
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